As a Golden Globe nominated actress, author, and philanthropist, Lily Collins is one of Hollywood’s most sought-after actresses. Her performance as a religiously devout actress in Warren Beatty’s film, RULES DON’T APPLY, won her praise and secured her first Golden Globe Award Nomination in the Best Actress Motion Picture - Musical or Comedy.

Collins can be seen in the Netflix hit rom-com series “Emily in Paris” from iconic creator Darren Star. The show, in which Collins plays the titular star and also serves as a producer on, was recently renewed for a second season. In addition to “Emily in Paris,” Collins can be seen in David Fincher’s critically acclaimed Netflix original drama, MANK, about screenwriter Herman J. Mankiewicz, and his battles with director Orson Welles over screenplay credit for CITIZEN KANE (1941). Collins plays “Rita Alexander”, Mankiewicz’s secretary, among a stellar cast including Gary Oldman and Amanda Seyfried.

Collins was also seen as “Fantine” in the BBC television mini-series adaptation of “Les Misérables” which premiered in the UK in December 2018 to rave reviews and in the U.S. on Masterpiece/PBS in April 2019. Also in 2019, Collins starred in Netflix’s Ted Bundy biopic, EXTREMELY WICKED, SHOCKINGLY EVIL AND VILE, as well as FOX Searchlight’s J. R. R. Tolkien biopic, TOLKIEN.

Her versatility and adaptability have allowed Collins to embody a range of roles including starring in the Netflix Original films OKJA, TO THE BONE and Amazon’s series “The Last Tycoon”. Collins recently voiced the character of "Dawn" in the animated film, A WIZARD’S TALE which was released in September 2018. Prior to that, she was seen in the British romantic comedy, LOVE, ROSIE and in the on-screen adaption of Cassandra’s Clare’s best-selling fantasy-action book series THE MORTAL INSTRUMENTS and MIRROR MIRROR. Previous credits include STUCK IN LOVE, ABDUCTION and her film debut in the 2010 Academy Award® nominated film, THE BLIND SIDE.

Extending her talents from the screen to paper, Collins added author to her list of credits in 2017 with her international bestselling book, “Unfiltered: No Shame, No Regrets Just Me”, which garnered much praise. In the poignant and self-reflective book, Collins opens an honest conversation about the things young women struggle with—body image, self-confidence, relationships, family, dating and so much more, while recounting her own experiences within these themes. The book was re-released in paperback this March. Prior to the book, Collins was already a published journalist. At age 15 she began working for “ELLE Girl UK” where she designed a page informing readers on current Hollywood trends and Los Angeles hot spots. Collins also covered the presidential inauguration for Nickelodeon, both the Democratic and Republican National Convention for “Seventeen Magazine” and was a contributing writer for “CosmoGIRL”.

Collins’ philanthropic endeavors also extend to participating in various “We Day” events, supporting its social media initiatives, and contributing to the initial round of videos for the site. Collins is also actively
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involved with national nonprofit organization, GO Campaign, and serves as an ambassador for the GO Campaign Gala. Collins serves on the Actors Branch Executive Committee of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Consistently making best-dressed lists, Collins is a style icon and is an ambassador for beauty house, Lancôme. Born in West Sussex, England Collins moved to the United States at age six and currently resides in Los Angeles.
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